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The Dalai Lama once famously said, "My religion is very simple. My religion is kindness."  

Far be it from me to disagree with his holiness the Dalai Lama, for whom I have a great deal of 

respect, but I think I am going to have to call him out on this one. His religion is most certainly 

Buddhism. Specifically, he is a Tibetan Buddhist. His life is defined and circumscribed by his 

Buddhist practice. I looked up his regular daily schedule and it is grounded in the particular 

practices of a Tibetan Buddhist monk.  This is what his average morning looks like: 

“When His Holiness is at home in Dharamsala, he wakes up at 3 am. After his morning shower, 

His Holiness begins the day with prayers, meditations and prostrations until 5 am. From 5 am 

His Holiness takes a short morning walk around the residential premises. Breakfast is served at 

5.30 am. For breakfast, His Holiness typically has hot porridge, tsampa (barley powder), bread 

with preserves, and tea. Regularly during breakfast, His Holiness tunes his radio to the BBC 

World News in English. From 6 am to 9 am His Holiness continues his morning meditation and 

prayers. From around 9 am he usually spends time studying various Buddhist texts and 

commentaries written by great Buddhist masters. Lunch is served from 11.30 am.”1 

So far, the only thing I have in common with the Dalai Lama is that we both like to read the 

news while eating breakfast. He mediates and prays for six to eight hours a day.   

So what did he mean when he said that his religion is kindness? 

Perhaps he is pointing at something that he sees as the ultimate outcome of all that work he 

puts into his religious practice. The highest purpose of his religious life is to increase 

compassion in the world. This is his gift, being able to translate the core work of Tibetan 

Buddhism into something that I can understand even if I don’t sit in mediation for seven hours a 

day. I can understand kindness. I can work with him to expand compassion, even if I, myself, am 

not a Buddhist. 

Recently, I was talking with another spiritual leader. This past week I was visiting the Hopi 

reservation in Arizona. I was sitting with Lorena. We were there to fix her roof, which was 

leaking all over her tiny, one room house in the village of Sipaulovi, high up on Second Mesa. 

She was telling me about how she has taken on the responsibility of the morning and evening 

prayers for the village. Although these are usually done by the head of the village, that position 

is vacant right now and so she has been appointed to take on some of the responsibilities of 
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this traditionally male role.  So she gets up every morning, before everyone else is awake, to 

greet the sun and say the prayers on behalf of the community.  And, she says, she does not just 

pray for the people in the village, but for all people.  She looks at me pointedly and makes a 

sweeping gesture with her arm. She wants to let me know that she is praying for the whole 

earth, for every person in it, for me and for the Hopi and for you, too.   

This is consistent with what I hear from other Hopi, who tell me that their religious practices are 

not just on behalf of the Hopi people, but are offerings to the world. They are praying for the 

wellbeing of us all, and although, from the outside looking in, their lives up on the mesas can 

seem isolated from the rest of the world, they are well aware of the state of things in our 

nation today. They have a strong sense that the nation, and the world, is in need of their 

prayers. Not long after talking with me about Sipaulovi village politics, she shared her thoughts 

with me about Donald Trump as well. We may have been there to help fix her roof, but there 

was a certain sense of reciprocity in our conversation. She needed us to climb the ladders she 

was too old to climb, and we needed her, and all the Hopi people and their traditions, to help 

move us toward a better understanding of our interdependent relationship with one another 

and with the world. 

I may not be Hopi, and I may not be able to witness their most sacred ceremonies or 

understand the details of their complex religious calendar, but I can understand what it means 

to feel interdependent, to feel connected to the cycles and seasons of the earth and to feel that 

something has become disconnected that needs to be repaired. I can work with Lorena on this. 

In these places, in both the words of the Dalai Lama and the conversation with Lorena, I have 

found what Eboo Patel calls “resonances”2.  Patel, a Muslim leader and the founder of the 

Interfaith Youth Core, is one of the leading interfaith voices of our time.  In his keynote address 

to the Unitarian Universalist General Assembly in 2013, he talked about the necessity of 

interfaith work in this time in history, and he asked that we do the hard work of identifying our 

own “theology of cooperation”, as he put it. He identified three main tasks for interfaith 

leaders: Understanding your own reasons for doing interfaith work, developing an appreciative 

knowledge of other traditions, and finally, “having the eyes to look for the resonances” 

between us. 

And then he made a very important follow up point: We should keep an eye out for these 

religious resonances, but we must not make the mistake of trying to ignore or erase religious 

differences.  Far too often, Patel points out, it has been only the liberal faith leaders that have 

felt welcome at interfaith gatherings, because the main function of many interfaith gatherings 

seems to be to bring already liberal people together to to share how their different faiths 
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brought them to similar worldviews. Instead, he says that interfaith work must answer a 

different question: How are all of us, with our beautiful resonances and our deep 

disagreements, to share a nation and a world together?” And this requires talking with people 

we don’t already know are in alignment with our own worldview. 

He goes on to say, 

“Sometimes, I feel like when people speak about religious diversity, they have the impression 

that it's kind of like interesting ethnic foods. A matter of taste. Something that makes the 

neighborhood more interesting and raises everyone's property values. 

Actually, not really. Faith and philosophical traditions have both beautiful resonances and really 

profound disagreements. Religious diversity, I think, is about engaging both. And interfaith 

leaders have to be able to deal with this fact of religious diversity as profound disagreement 

directly. 

…Interfaith leadership is about building relationships with people who are not only different 

than you in ways you like, but also in ways you don't like.” 

Stephen Prothero, a professor of religion at Boston University, mentions the work of Eboo Patel 

with praise in his book “God is Not One”. In this book, Prothero challenges the common 

assertion that all religions are basically talking about the same thing, and asks us to look at the 

particularities of religious traditions without trying to make the core of all religions across the 

globe fit into the same mold.  “The ideal of religious tolerance has morphed into the 

straightjacket of religious agreement,” he says. He uses a sports metaphor - saying that all 

religions offer a path to salvation is like saying that you can score a home run in any sport - the 

words or concepts from one tradition, in this case the Christian concept of salvation, may not 

even be part of the vocabulary of another tradition.  Here is his sports analogy:  

“Which of the following - baseball, basketball, tennis or golf – is the best at scoring runs? The 

answer, of course, is baseball, because “runs” is a term foreign to basketball, tennis, and golf 

alike. Different sports have different goals; basketball players shoot baskets; tennis players win 

points; golfers sink putts. So if you ask which sport is best at scoring runs, you have privileged 

baseball from the start. To criticize a basketball team for failing to score runs is not to besmirch 

them. It is simply to misunderstand the game of basketball.” 

Religions are not just different masks in front of a singular truth, but rather they are many 

doorways to many truths.  

The challenge that both Patel and Prothero have articulated, in this new era of global religious 

pluralism, is to approach interfaith work not from just a sense of unity, but also with a 
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recognition and appreciation for diversity and a willingness to work together even when we 

don’t agree on all things. This challenge an important one for us to hear. 

As a lifelong religious liberal, I admit that I had to think hard about this. My natural inclination 

has been to follow the path set out for me by the Unitarian Universalism that I grew up with, 

and focus on what we had in common, rather than our differences. 

In the sanctuary of the church where I was raised, there were banners hanging on the walls all 

around us, big felt banners that had been lovingly hand-crafted with the symbols of different 

religions of the world.  There was the cross and the crescent, the Star of David and the Shinto 

Tori Gate, there was the yin and yang, and several others. This was a celebration of the religious 

diversity of the world, a statement of unity with traditions that many of us, in reality, knew little 

to nothing about. Although the Shinto Tori Gate was hanging on the wall, I did not learn much 

of anything about the Shinto religion at church. The banners conveyed the idea that even if I 

knew nothing about a religious tradition, I could assume that we had something in common; I 

could assume that our goals were, in essence, the same.  

This use of religious symbolism from around the world to signify a sense of religious unity was, 

and still often is, a core aspect of many Unitarian Universalist congregations. The church I 

worked at in New York City has a set of brass world religion symbols that lived on the altar of 

the small side chapel, off of the main sanctuary. There is the well-known and beautiful stained 

glass window at the church in Rockford, Illinois, that is on the cover of the Order of Service. A 

variety of world religious symbols, in one way or another, show up around many liberal 

religious institutions. And I have, for a long time, never questioned the “we are all working 

toward the same goal” perspective. 

Indeed, I have often repeated the idea that all religions are pointing toward the same thing. To 

borrow a Zen metaphor, religions are the fingers that point toward the moon, not the moon 

itself. But what if the fingers are not all pointing toward the moon?  What if some are pointing 

out stars, and others are pointing toward a passing comet, or lightening in the distance?  What 

if the diversity of human religious experience, the diversity within us and around us is too great 

to be unified, even in metaphor? What does the name “Unitarian” even mean in that context?   

Swiftly I found myself running down the postmodern rabbit hole, where I began to doubt that 

anything could be assumed to have a shared meaning. But then I remembered the Dalai Lama, 

and Lorena. They are two deeply religious people, enmeshed in the practices that sustain their 

unique spiritual lives within a very specific cultural context that I can only hope to glimpse from 

the outside. And yet they reach out, searching for points of contact, searching for resonance. 

Why? Because there is work to be done in this world, work that can only be done together, 

work that is grounded in our shared humanity, not necessarily in a shared religious belief. 
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Lorena and his Holiness find value and meaning in interfaith conversation because of the way 

they each live into their own particular religious commitments. I do not have to share their 

commitments to share in the work. And while we work together, we get to know one another.  

I learn about their traditions, perhaps they learn about mine, and we look for points of 

resonance, without assuming anything. We get to know our own commitments, because they 

lead us up our particular path, without assuming that others must share them. We meet each 

other not in the ground of belief or practice, but in shared experience of being human, and 

working side by side for a better world. 

So I returned to the charge that Eboo Patel set out in his 2013 lecture at General Assembly.  

What is my own understanding of why I do interfaith work? What is my theology of 

cooperation? 

And I realized that I do have some core beliefs that drive me to embrace interfaith work, core 

beliefs that are grounded in this Unitarian Universalist tradition. The first is the belief that you 

matter.  That I matter. That each person on this earth matters. We all have worth and dignity.  

The second is the belief that we are all interconnected, that what happens to you matters, 

because it is all connected, all part and parcel of the same world that we share.  So, if I believe 

that you matter, and I believe that we are interconnected, then interfaith work is a natural 

outgrowth of these commitments. 

This challenge, this challenge to embrace religious diversity without erasing our differences, has 

prompted me to be more rigorous in my own reflection on interfaith work, and I am asking you 

to engage in this rigorous self-examination as well.  

In many ways, the core values of Unitarian Universalism position us to be ready and willing 

partners in a pluralistic world.  We have the opportunity, here at the Unitarian Society, to step 

out into the community as visible partners in support of a world where we do not just tolerate 

each other, but rather celebrate each other, celebrating the glorious diversity of religious 

expression that can never be captured in just one place, just one tradition.  But to do this, we 

have to do more than just hang banners on the wall.  We have to take the time to get to know 

our neighbors, to understand both the resonance and the dissonance that we find in interfaith 

work, and be willing to be humble and self-reflective about our own motivations in the process. 

There is a hunger for this work, a hunger for understanding that goes beyond the superficial.  

This coming year, we will be looking for places to engage the deep work of growing in our 

understanding of what it means to be living in a pluralistic world.  If you are interested in this 

work, a great place to start might be to volunteer with our Religious Education program as our 

older kids engage with a curriculum about the diversity of faiths here in Santa Barbara, going on 

field trips and learning about the core commitments of other traditions.  There will be 

opportunities for service, like what Ken Ralph spoke about today. There will be books to read 
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and community events to participate in. But we are called into this work, right now. It may be 

challenging at times, but if we are to be a religion for our times, we cannot step aside. We must 

step forward, together. 

 

 


